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ABSTRACT
Now a day, most of the desktop-based applications are becoming online. The Purpose of creating and developing
online application is to provide the facility to the customers at any time. There are variety of applications are
available on internet, which serves the specific services to the customers like flipkart, Amazon and many more.
In order to provide quality services to the customers/end-client, there may be continue process so that we can
upgrade our web application. Therefore, in this proposed research work, a web application-testing architecture
and tool is developed and designed. During different phases of development and deployment, the model includes
different testing approaches for maintain the quality of the product and services. With the help of this model, we
will also provide the result analysis and the future enhancement.

Keywords- Software Testing, architecture, defect, web application.

I. INTRODUCTION
The web applications are one of the crucial applications. The concerns of such application in terms of testing and
the way they provide the services to the end user must be taking care in the effective manner. In this paper, we
have investigated the software testing strategy and techniques. There are two main categories of web applications
first static web applications and second dynamic web applications. In static web, applications a set of connected
web pages (HTML) forms are available, and using the client request the web page is reflect through the web
browser. These applications only contain static data such as text, images and other information. On the other
hand, some web applications are able to accept the user input and according to the user input, they change their
states or provide the user oriented data after submission of request. Such kind of application is known as dynamic
web applications.

Both kinds of applications are easily implementable with the existing technologies such as JSP, ASP, PHP and
other similar technologies. Therefore, in web servers (who distribute the web response) the type of application
server is also required to support this application page execution. Therefore, a static web application can be work
according to the figure 1,

Figure 1: Static Web Applications
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Figure 2: Dynamic Web Applications

Moreover, the dynamic application can work based on figure 2, the basic difference between both the
applications are the existence of data base server. Remaining requirements for executing the request and response
are same in both the systems.

In addition, of that, the web applications are desire to make more attractive and efficient, therefore various other
optimization techniques and scripts are also integrate with the application.

II. WEB APPLICATION TESTING CHALLENGES
Since the Web’s inception the goals and functionality offered by Web applications, as well as the technologies
used to implement them, have changed considerably. Early Web applications comprised a simple set of static
HTML pages. However, applications that are more recent offer the users a variety of functions for manipulating
data, accessing databases, and carrying out a number of productive processes. These functions are usually
perform by means of software component implemented by different technologies such as Java Server Pages (JSP),
Java Servlets, PHP, CGI, XML, ODBC, JDBC, or proprietary technologies such as Microsoft’s Active Server
Pages (ASP). These components exploit complex, heterogeneous execution environment including hardware,
software and middle ware components. The remainder of this chapter uses the term Web application (or simply
application) to indicate the set of software components implementing the functionality and services the
application provides to its users, while the term running environment will indicate the whole infrastructure
(composed of hardware, software and middle ware components)needed to execute a Web application. The main
goal of testing a Web application is to run the application using combinations of input and state to discover
failures. A failure is the manifested inability of a system or component to perform a required function within
specified performance requirements. Failures can be attributes to faults in the application’s implementation.
Generally, there will be failures due mainly to faults in the application itself and failures that will be mainly
causes by faults in the running environment or in the interface between the application and the environment on
which it runs. Since a Web application is strictly inter woven to its running environment, it is not possible to test
it separately to find out exactly what component is responsible for each exhibited failure. Therefore, different
types of testing have to be executes to uncover these diverse types of failures. The running environment mainly
affects the non-functional requirements of a Web application (e.g. performance, stability, compatibility, usability),
while the web application is responsible for the functional requirements. Thus, Web application testing will be
judge from two distinct perspectives. One perspective identifies the different types of testing that need to be
executing to verify the conformance of a Web application with specified non-functional requirements. The other
perspective considers the problem of testing the functional requirements of an application. It is necessary that an
application be testing from both perspectives, since they are complementary and not mutually exclusive.

III. PROBLEM DOMAIN AND PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The proposed work intended to find a best testing strategy for web based application testing. Now in these days
the traditional desktop applications are becomes online-based systems. Therefore, web application development
is in on high demand. On the other hand, these applications are using to store sensitive and important data
therefore the security and other issues are also involve in this domain. In addition of that the application
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development and their internal architecture is different from the traditional desktop-based application

development.

Figure 3: Proposed Testing Model

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
Time Complexity

Time complexity also known as time consumption that estimated using the time difference between initialization
of code processing and the finalizing of testing. In this context, the total time required to perform the test over
web application’s code files is termed as time complexity.

Table 5.1: Unit testing results

S. No. Number of code files Time (Sec)

1 5 3.6

2 10 5.11
3 15 8.29
4 20 10.93
5 25 12.74
6 30 15.03
7 35 18.97

Figure 5.1 Unit testing results
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Figure 5.1 shows the unit testing performance of proposed web application testing tool. In this diagram, the X-
axis shows the amount of code files for testing and Y-axis shows the time consumed during testing. The web
application consists of various other scripts and supporting files are included. Thus, these files are not included
during the testing results demonstration. According to results, the amount of time required to test the code files.
There are two facts found:

1.more number of code files leads more time consumption
2. If number of code lines in a code is larger than the amount of time required to test the application is also
increases in the same manner.

Space Complexity

The amount of main memory required to test an application is termed here as time complexity of the system.
Time complexities of the testing tools are considering in two different parts. First memory consumption during
the load testing that is demonstrated using figure 5.2 and memory consumption during code testing which is
demonstrated using figure 5.3.

Table 5.2: Space complexities during load testing

Figure 5.2: Space complexities during load testing

Figure 5.2 shows the space complexity during the load testing, during load, testing the client machine main
memory consumption estimated and during each experiment 5 numbers of users are increased. During this testing
environment, the estimated results are given using figure 5.2. According to the evaluated results as the number of
users increase, the memory consumption of the testing tool is increases in the similar manner. In this diagram, the
amount of main memory given using Y-axis and the X-axis shows the number of experiments.

S. No. Number of experiments Memory consumption (KB)

1 1 27193

2 2 28291

3 3 29981

4 4 30258

5 5 31938

6 6 32948

7 7 34992
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V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Now a day, most of the desktop-based applications is becoming online. There are various applications are such as
shopping web, banking and other customer management system applications are available online. In order to
provide continuous service to the end client, quality applications are required to develop.

The implementation of the proposed testing tool performed using visual studio environment and their
performance evaluated with different experimental test beds. The obtained performance of the designed system is
summarized using table1

Table1: Performance Summary

S. No. Parameters Remark

1 Time complexity Low
2 Space complexity Low
3 Response time Low
4 Error detection rate High

The above given facts of performance can be discussing as:

I. Time complexity of the system is low, but the time to compile, time taken to test the functions may also
increase as the number of code file increases.

II. The above table show that the space complexity of the system is low and it does not depend upon the
code written in different files. It is directly proportional to the lines of code actually necessary to
compile.

III. As the load on the server gets increases the response time of the system will also get increase. Therefore
more the number of concurrent users cause the similar amount of load. On the other hand, if the amount
of response time increases than, it will not affect much on the server load.

IV. Error detection rate is not depends upon the files or the code lines. It is directly depends on the
deployment environment and incorrectly defined code blocks.
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